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Editorial on the Research Topic

Big Earth Data for Disaster Risk Reduction

Disasters are becoming increasingly intense and frequent and posing significant threats to life and
property—making risk reduction more crucial than ever for achieving regional and local sustainable
development goals (SDG) adopted by United Nations and the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk
Reduction (DRR) (2015–2030) [1].

Disaster data at various spatial and temporal scales, such as national, regional and global, is crucial
in hazards mapping, disaster risk modeling, disaster loss compensation, disaster loss accounting, etc.
It also links science-based assessment to aid policy development for DRR. However, in the past
availability of such data has often been the most limiting factor in DRR studies [2, 3]. With the rapid
development of smart sensors, social networks, digital maps, and remotely-sensed imagery, spatio-
temporal disaster data are becoming widely available and could be effectively applied to risk
reduction studies.

Big Earth Data, a type of big data associated with the Earth sciences derived from but not limited
to Earth observation, is becoming a new frontier in contributing to the advancement of Earth
science and significant scientific discoveries [4, 5]. Satellite based spatial data and technologies,
especially Big Earth Data approaches, are an essential tool for improving our understanding of
disaster risks and for coordinated efforts to reduce climate change related disasters and sustainable
development [6].

However, the availability of such large datasets (big data) also poses challenges in data
management and analysis [7]. It is clear that in the future, we will have more high-quality and
large-scale repetitive, yet very little attention has been paid to efficiently managing and using them
for DRR. Therefore, this special issue focusses on improving knowledge on DDRwith Big Earth Data.
Five contributions were accepted after the peer review process covering three primary components:
1)Web services accessibility (i.e., seismological web services), 2) Exposure elements transformed into
spatial data (i.e., flash flood hazards), 3) Application in DRR (i.e., landslides and wildfire). We hope
that this special issue provides useful new insights into each of these aspects.

WEB SERVICES ACCESSIBILITY

Though web services can provide convenient access to seismological data, the complexity of the
discipline-specific data encodings and the lack of unified standard of seismological web services
always make new web services unavailable to users. Locati et al. [8] introduces “QQuake,” a plugin for
Open Source QGIS code available on GitHub. It is designed in a modular and customizable way and
allows users easier access to seismological data.
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EXPOSURE ELEMENTS TRANSFORMED
INTO SPATIAL DATA

In the era of big data and hyper-connectivity, the availability of
open-access data on exposure elements across scales and systems
is largely unknown. When available it generally is very poor in
disaster databases coverage and not useful for local scale
application. Muhamad et al. developed an exposure element
data inventory of flashflood hazards in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, by transforming multiple open data sources within
the national system into spatial data. The exposure elements
dataset benefits decision-making when overlain with existing
flood hazard zones and susceptible areas and has great
potential to advance information sharing on disaster and
climate risks in the region.

APPLICATION IN DISASTER RISK
REDUCTION

Landslides cause thousands of casualties and substantial
socioeconomic impacts around the world every year [9, 10].
Many landslide parameters and increasingly sophisticated
statistical methods have been used in landslide research over
the past decades [11]. However, poor representation of actual
ground conditions hampers research results to be applied in
practice [12]. Daniel et al. conducted a landslide susceptibility
assessment with the bivariate statistical method, which reduces
the number of input parameters from 13 to 6. It includes an
iterative process of expert consultation by adding the planar
failure potential parameter. This approach improved the
quality of the landslide inventory and delineated key
conditioning parameters. The resultant map captures local
conditions that are very useful for landslide management. For
landslides susceptibility assessment, many landslide models have
been developed at local and regional scales, but very few have
characterized landslide hazards at a global scale. In order to better
understand the landslide susceptibility at the global scale, the

Landslide Hazard Assessment for Situational Awareness
(LHASA) model was developed [13] and modified (Stanley
et al.). The probabilistic outputs calculated by the modified
LHASA version allow users to directly manage the trade-off
between false negatives and false positives, which make the
nowcast useful for a greater variety of geographic settings and
applications. The modified LHASA version provides a nearly
real-time view of global landslide hazards for a variety of
stakeholders.

In the wildfire risk reduction study, Shirazi, et al. developed a
machine learning workflow process for South East China to
monitor fire risks over a large region by learning from a grid
file database containing a time series of several of the important
environmental parameters largely extracted from remote sensing
data products, and highlight areas as fire risk or non-fire risk over
a couple of weeks in the future. They found that the model
showed a better representation of mixed forest in the training
samples as compared to others.
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